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Abstract 
      All metro cities in our country are flooded with population. Though two wheelers and four wheelers 
are more common, the usage of bus is the single largest mode of land transport next  to Indian Railways in 
modern India. We can see people thronging in queues in all bus stops and groping in the dark without 
knowing when their expected bus will arrive at their respective bus stops. To facilitate this, we have 
worked out a method which has a real time update of bus location along with passenger density. This is 
done with the help of wireless technology using Global system for Mobile Communication (GSM) feature.  
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1.Introduction : 
 While the implementation of  latest technologies in various sectors paves way for a remarkable 
growth, the bus transportation system is still lagging behind, using the haphazard conventional methods 
and  also making the passengers  life very miserable. Few years back, people used GPS to track the 
location and gather information.GPS is expensive and needs external power or hand held batteries. People 
started to focus on GPS and maps rather than roads. This can sometimes prove to be disastrous. In 
locations with tall buildings or sparse coverage, reception of signal is poor. This motivated us to introduce 
a new system using GSM through which the location of bus can be tracked. We have chosen the GSM 
feature as it has a wide range of spectrum, faster data transfer rates and has short message service [1].  
 
2.System Description : 
The bus information system has a GSM module fitted along with the ticket vending machine. The 
controller (bus conductor) will feed the following information. 
 
 Bus number 
 Bus route number 
 Direction of travel 
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 Number of passengers 
 Bus stop number 
  This information is transmitted to the server as soon as each bus stop is reached. The LCD display 
unit in each bus stop will display the information to the commuters waiting at  the bus stop. Using this 
data the location of the bus can be tracked. If there is any delay or problem in the bus the appropriate 
information will also be sent to the server. This system is very cost effective  and easily implementable in 
densely populated countries like India. 
 
2.1.Message Transfer From Bus To Server : 
 
         The first stage consists of a microcontroller [2] fitted with the ticket vending machine in which the 
bus number and the bus route number is already stored. This is constant for a particular bus. The direction 
of travel is fed by the conductor. The number of passengers in the bus is updated each time the conductor 
issues a ticket. The ticket must be issued within a short interval of time(say 10-15 mins). The stop number 
is incremented each time when the bus reaches the stop. All these information are  stored in the 
format. 
 
 Diagram:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1.(a) Microcontroller; (b)GSM modem; (c) Server 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Crowded bus stop 
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 2.2. Message Transfer From Server To LCD Unit : 
             The information from the server is transmitted through the GSM modem[3,4]  to the LCD unit 
placed in the bus stops. A sensor will be placed in each bus stop.  When the controller transmits the 
information to the server, the bus stop number will be verified with the database provided in the server. 
After verification, it will be transmitted to two consecutive stops with the help of sensor.  
   Diagram: 
                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.(a) Server; (b)GSM mobile; (c)Display unit 
 
In addition to this, to prevent any misuse of LCD display units , an  alarm is attached along with the 
LCD unit. This will alert the public and a call will be generated to the nearby police station. 
 
3. Advantages :  
 
 It is very economical and easily implementable. 
 It is displayed in a message format rather than any codes so that it is understandable by common     
people. 
 The information displayed regarding the route and density helps the commuters to decide 
whether to wait or  to use any other  mode of transport. This saves their precious time. 
 It helps the transport department also to record and track every movement of all buses and to 
decide to proceed  in alternate routes in case of any traffic congestion, procession, etc.  
4.Conclusion : 
      In developing nations like ours, the important mode of land transport is bus, for the common public. 
In order to run this system more efficiently, and with less inconvenience to the public, we would 
recommend this pro-active approach to the Ministry of surface transport to implement this in a phased 
manner in important cities across the country. This will improve our quality of life in our day to day 
activities. Eventually, more people would start using public transport rather than own vehicles, thus 
reducing the pollution and regulating the traffic!! This project can be extended with 3G technology also. 
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